


“Where’s My Bailout?” - sound 

familiar?  We’ve heard this question 

again and  again since the recession 

began in late 2007.  The good news is 

that you don’t have to wait for a special 

government program to help you deal 

with credit card debt – help is available 

right now.   Many credit card companies 

are willing, and eager, to help you deal 

with the stress caused by credit card 

debt.  From the convenience of your 

home, you can speak with a nationally 

certified counselor who will work 

with you to identify the best options 

available to remedy your specific 

financial concerns. It may sound too 

good to be true, but as you’ll see, a Free 

Debt Analysis from Cambridge Credit 

Counseling  can change your life, just 

like it has for millions of people.
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Do You Need a Debt Analysis? 

You may be asking yourself, “Do I really need a Debt Analysis?” 

If you just don’t seem to have any money left over at the end of 

the month to make ends meet, or you’re among the millions of 

Americans struggling to make more than minimum credit card 

payments, then yes, you need a Debt Analysis. Don’t worry, 

most people do. The recent recession was unlike anything 

in our lifetime, and it forced many people to make difficult 

financial choices.  That’s where we can help. Cambridge Credit 

Counseling works with people just like you who are wondering 

how they’ll ever dig out of the hole they’re in. We know what 

you’re going through.   

One of the biggest problems our counselors see regularly is 

uncomfortably high credit card debt, which can really devastate 

a family’s budget. Unfortunately, recent bank losses have 

resulted in reduced consumer credit limits, increased interest 

rates, and higher monthly payments for many cardholders.  

For the average household, which has roughly $14,000 in 

credit card debt, making the minimum monthly payment on 

an account with this balance at 18% interest - a whopping 

$350 - could take more than 31 years to repay!  Even worse, it 
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could cost more than $24,000 in interest on top of the $14,000 

borrowed. Let’s take this example a step further. If you were 

among the many consumers who made a late payment or two 

and triggered a penalty interest rate, at 29.99% for purposes of 

our example, that same debt could cost you $490 a month and 

your interest could skyrocket to $34,000!  How many people 

could manage that kind of debt?

Many of the people Cambridge is helping today were once 

in the same situation you’re in now.  Before calling us, they 

experienced anxiety, sleeplessness, and were genuinely 

uncertain about their family’s future. They worried day and 

night about how to deal with their debt.  Many lost hope of 

ever meeting even basic financial goals. They were unable to 
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build savings, plan for their children’s education, or establish 

an appropriate retirement account.  Unmanageable debt took 

a heavy toll, but when they finally decided to take control of 

their finances, our counselors were ready to help.  

We Can Help You

Cambridge Credit Counseling  

has provided millions 

of Americans with the 

personalized advice, education 

and, when  appropriate, the 

Debt Management Program 

they needed to deal with 

some of life’s most difficult financial circumstances, and we’re 

extending the same offer to you. Stop worrying about debt.  

Get your free Debt Analysis today by calling 1-888-661-7918.

Debt Management Program Benefits

Chances are, you may already have heard about our Debt 

Management Program, or DMP, which is just one of the 

services offered by Cambridge. The counselor you work with 

will determine if you qualify for a DMP. If you do, you’ll receive 
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benefits that can make paying your credit card and other 

unsecured debt much easier. 

Bills which can be included in a Debt Management Program 

include Credit Cards, Personal Loans (unsecured), Personal 

loans secured by household items, Past-due balances on 

telephone bills, cellular phone bills, electric bills, etc., Collection 

Accounts, Lines of Credit, Disconnected Utilities, Medical Bills, 

and Repossessions (unpaid remaining balances).

Debt Management Program participants typically enjoy:

• One Convenient Monthly Payment

• Lower Monthly Payments

• Reduced Interest Rates

• Elimination of Late and/or Over Limit Fees

• Ongoing Education

• Access to Nationally Certified Credit Counselors

• Full Support of Our Customer Care Associates

In most cases, you’ll save considerable amounts on interest 

payments as more money goes toward paying down your debt. 

DMP clients also receive the peace of mind that comes from 

having a team of trusted professionals on their side.
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A Debt Management Program is not suitable for everyone, and 

you may discuss other ways to address your indebtedness with 

your counselor.   

Will Credit Counseling Hurt My Credit Score 

The short answer is no, but that 

comes with an explanation.  

“Credit counseling” is the 

process by which a certified 

credit counselor will help you 

create a workable financial plan 

that reflects your income, expenses, and goals.  This type of 

free consultation has no impact whatsoever on your credit 

standing.  Now, one of the options a counselor may offer is 

enrollment in a Debt Management Program, or DMP. A Debt 

Management Program will impact your credit, but probably 

not in the way you may be thinking. 

Fair Isaac and Company, developers of the FICO scoring model, 

considers Debt Management enrollment as a neutral mark – 

neither good nor bad, and it carries no weight when calculating 

your score. Although participation in a Debt Management 
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Program isn’t a factor in FICO’s formula, the process of 

enrollment will affect your score.  At the time you enroll, the 

agency will let your creditors know when your payment will 

be disbursed; however, as you transition into the program, 

you could experience a late or missed payment.  That would 

impact your score, but the length of the program, generally 3 

to 5 years, gives you more than enough time to make up for 

that initial event.  

It’s also important to remember that even though participation 

in a DMP is a neutral mark, it doesn’t “protect” you from 

incurring a negative notation, either.  Just like when you’re 

managing your bills on your own, if you miss a payment on 

one of your accounts, your history will be affected.  That’s one 

of the things you’ll learn while you’re working with an agency. 

You’re not just a number to us – we want to show you how 

to earn lower interest rates by developing good credit habits. 

Making payments on time is one of them.
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Who We Are

Cambridge Credit Counseling Corp. is a non-profit agency that 

wants to make safe and reliable money management services 

available to all Americans. We have been helping people 

just like you deal with their bills, safely and responsibly, for 

almost two decades. Over that time, we have assisted over a 

million people, many who found themselves in trouble with 

credit cards and other unsecured debt, but whose lives were 

changed for the better by simple, professional assistance from 

dedicated counselors who’ve made a career of supporting 

people in situations similar to yours. 

Listen, we’ve all been there.  Times haven’t exactly been easy.  

Many of you may be facing foreclosure, recovering from a job 

loss, or simply have too much debt. No matter your financial 

circumstances, you are not alone.  Millions of Americans have 

been struggling in our current economy.  At times it can feel like 

there is no hope, but there is. You don’t have to take our word 

about how working with Cambridge has changed peoples’ lives 

- we’ll let them tell you in their own words.
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Financial Professionals

“It’s the people, the representatives on the other 

end of the line who make it happen by giving 

people like me a goal and coaching them to reach 

it.” – Anthony, MI

Reputable credit counseling agencies, like Cambridge, employ 

accredited counselors to advise you in your best interests.  As 

in Anthony’s case, our counselors will work with you to define 

your goals and help you achieve them. When you contact a 

certified credit counselor from Cambridge, you’ll receive a 

comprehensive Debt Analysis that allows your counselor 

to identify the options that suit your specific circumstances, 

helping you regain control of your finances.  Your counselor’s 

recommendations may vary, from simple spending plan 

adjustments to more complex solutions, such as enrollment in 

a Debt Management Program.  
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Saving You Money

“According to the figures, [your agency] saved 

me about 75% of what I could have paid out in 

interest…Wow!” – Christopher, OH

“Wow” indeed Christopher.  In fact, over 

the years we estimate that Cambridge 

have saved clients more than $400 

million in interest charges. That’s 

because many creditors will reduce 

the interest rate on an account 

enrolled in a Debt Management 

Program.  Some creditors grant an 

outright interest rate reduction for all consumers who enroll. 

Other creditors reserve the right to offer benefits on a case-

by-case basis. Clients who meet the creditor’s criteria may 

receive greater interest reductions based on financial hardship 

to accommodate their situation.  
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Get Out of Debt Quickly

“Without your help I would be spending at least 

another 5 years paying down this debt. Since I 

am approaching retirement age, I can only tell 

you the money I save toward that goal will be 

doubled because of what you have saved me in finance fees 

and interest.”—Katherine, VA

It may not feel like it, but many 

creditors are willing to help 

– providing that you’re working 

with a reputable agency. Katherine 

appreciated the time and money 

the DMP saved her, especially 

because it allowed her to make 

progress saving for retirement. You see, Debt Management 

Programs are supported through the active participation of 

your creditors. These plans work to make monthly payments to 

creditors more manageable, most often through concessions 

such as a reduction in your current interest rate and the 

elimination of any late or over-limit fees you may be paying.    
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Trusted Professionals

We all understand the importance of receiving annual check-

ups by trusted professionals. Visits to our doctor or dentist help 

to ensure we remain in good health.  Our financial health is 

equally important.  You may remember the last time you went 

to the doctor or dentist, but when was the last time you had a 

Debt Analysis?  Probably never, if you’re like most Americans, 

but that’s about to change.  You can take the first step toward 

financial freedom by calling 1-888-661-7918 for your free Debt 

Analysis courtesy of Cambridge Credit Counseling.

 

Financial Lifeline

“I cannot tell you what a pleasure it has been to be 

one of your clients. Your program is literally a financial 

life-saver. I am indebted to you.” – Cindy, NE

Cindy knows how helpful a Debt Management Program can be.  

In her circumstance, the credit card debt she was managing 

was beyond her control.  During her free Debt Analysis, it was 

determined that she would be a great candidate for a Debt 

Management Program, and, as you can see by her testimonial, 

enrolling helped to relieve the burden credit card debt had 

placed on her life.
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The Road to Financial Freedom

“I consider myself on the road to financial wellness 

now, and I couldn’t have done it without your help 

and guidance.” – James, MA

What we hear from James and 

others like him is not uncommon.  

We could all stand to learn a 

little more about managing 

our finances.  When you think 

about it, almost every aspect of 

our lives is based on a financial 

decision, yet we don’t really 

learn all that much about how to manage our money.  Schools 

don’t teach financial literacy, so many of us have to learn by 

trial and error.  Unfortunately, this is not the best approach 

when economic times get tough.  Cambridge will provide you 

with a meaningful analysis of your situation, as well as ongoing 

educational support.  That’s one of the great benefits of a Debt 

Management Program. Throughout the course of a DMP, you’ll 

receive education and money-saving ideas that will help you 

avoid future debt problems, and gain a better understanding of 

how to manage your credit.  We’ll also work with you to build 
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savings and plan to reach the goals important to you, such as 

preparing for your child’s education costs, homeownership, or 

simply having a nice nest egg to turn to in times of financial 

distress.

Your Personal Plan

Once your counselor has an understanding of your situation, 

they use their expertise to diagnose the best course of action 

for your circumstances. Most of the time, checkups result in 

workable plans you can implement yourself.  Even if we need 

to help you with a Debt Management Program, your counselor 

will provide you with a plan that makes sense and is easy to 

follow. Best of all, you’ll know where you stand and what you 

can do to make your financial situation more comfortable.  

Call 1-888-661-7918 for your free Debt Analysis and get the 

knowledge you need to live more confidently.       
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Life on a Debt Management Program

“Life has become much easier to deal with since I 

enrolled in your program.” -- Lou Ann, MI

We could all use a break from the challenges of the past few 

years.  If you’re reading this guide, chances are you were just 

as frustrated with debt as Lou Ann was before she entered 

into a Debt Management Program. Millions of Americans were 

caught off guard when the economy took a turn for the worse 

and credit card companies restructured their repayment terms.  

Interest rates skyrocketed and monthly minimum payments 

doubled.  If you were having trouble handling your debt 

before, these changes made it almost impossible to manage 

your obligations. 

Most of these issues stem from decades of easy access to credit 

and a fundamental lack of financial education.  As it stands 

today, credit card debt in America is over $800 billion, and 

many of us are struggling to keep our heads above water while 

battling foreclosure and other financial emergencies.  Why not 

make things a little easier on yourself with some professional 

assistance that can help you regain control of your finances?  
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Stress-free and Loving It

“I feel stress free and very confident with my 

finances and future savings.”—Nikki, MA

Cambridge strives to provide you with safe and reliable 

services so that you can experience the same confidence Nikki 

feels. We maintain applicable licenses and bonds to ensure 

you’re protected.  We also, have an “A+” rating with the Better 

Business Bureau, so you know you’re dealing with a reputable 

agency.   

Get Your Debt Analysis Today

At the end of your Debt Analysis 

you’ll receive a plan based on the 

results of your counseling session.  

Each plan contains a summary of 

your financial concerns and goals; 

a listing of the factors influencing 

your situation; a written account 

of the advice provided by your counselor; and a list of any 

federal, state or local agencies or social services that might 

also provide assistance.  You receive all this absolutely free. To 

receive your Debt Analysis call 1-888-661-7918.
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Financial Freedom Starts Now!

“It feels so good! You guys made it so easy to 

keep it up, and if we had not gone with you we 

probably wouldn’t be where we are today!” -- 

Kim & Gil, CA

We know life is hectic enough these days, so we strive to make 

the transition to financial freedom as easy and stress free as 

possible.  Our counselors will work with you throughout your 

program to deliver ongoing support and education.  From the 

convenience of your own home, you’ll have access to a team 

of professional educators and financial experts ready to guide 

you to your goals.  Kim and Gil took the first step by calling one 

of our agencies. Are you ready to feel as good as they do?
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We Can Help You Like We’ve Helped Others

“I have always felt like I have a personal friend in 

[my counselor]. – Pebble, TX

Our counselors work to understand your current situation, 

your goals, and your capacity to manage your finances given 

your circumstances. Sometimes, simple budgeting advice or 

encouragement from our professionals is all it takes to get 

you back on track.  Other times, you may need the assistance 

of a Debt Management Program, or DMP.   Regardless of the 

path you choose, our counselors will give you their undivided 

attention and expertise to help get you where you want to be.    

Get Your Life Back!

 So, let’s recap.  By calling Cambridge you can speak with a 

nationally certified counselor who will analyze your situation, 

discuss appropriate actions to alleviate your financial burden, 

and provide you with a plan to get you on your way to financial 

freedom.  From the comfort of your home, you can receive 

advice that could change your life and help you meet your 

goals.  One phone call is all it takes. Our counselors look 

forward to helping you as they have millions of others.  Call 
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us today at 1-888-661-7918 for free advice and education that 

will make you say….

“Thank you so much for giving 
us our life back.” -- Mr. & Mrs. 
Richard, TX

If you’re struggling to manage your credit card debt, or having 

a tough time making ends meet, call us.  Our professionals 

have counseled more than one million Americans, and they 

can help you determine the best course of action to deal with 

your financial circumstances. We promise you’ll find this to be 

one of the best phone calls you’ll ever make.   
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Disclosures 

Please note that we are NOT A LOAN COMPANY. We do not lend 
money. Cambridge Credit Counseling Corp. is a VT and MS Licensed Debt 
Management Service Provider. We are also licensed by the NY State Department 
of Financial Services. In MS, our license number is 22/2012, while in Oregon 
our license number is DM-80020. Our MD Debt Management Registration 
number is 14-42. Cambridge is also licensed and/or conducting business in: AL, 
AK, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, HI, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, ME, MA, MI, MT, 
MO, NE, NH, NJ, NV, NM, NC, ND, OH, OK, PA, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, WA, WV and 
WY. Additional licensing information is available upon request. Establishment 
of a plan may adversely affect your credit rating or credit score and may make 
it more difficult to obtain credit. As always, nonpayment of debt at any time 
may lead your creditors to increase finance and other charges or undertake 
collection activity, including litigation. State-regulated fees may apply for debt 
management plans.

“Where’s My Bailout?”
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